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DECISION
and

DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINTS

On March 17, 1983, the Connecticut State Employees' Association (CSEA)
filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board)
a complaint alleging that the State of Connecticut (the State) had engaged
and was engaging in prohibited practices within the meaning of the State
Employee*Relations  Act (the Act). That is Case No. SPP-7840, and the
complaint alleged:

Since on or about July 1, 1982 and continuing to date, the State,
through its authorized agents and representatives, has

1 . Failed to bargain in good faith with the charging party by
insisting to impasse that the charging party adopt the State-
Pension Coordinating Committee Retirement Reopener settlement
as approved by the legislature on June 30, 1982.

2 . Failed and refused to bargain in good faith with the charging
party by insisting to impasse that the charging party agree
to a settlement that appoints representatives of the Pension
Coordinating Conmittee  as its representatives for purposes of
bargaining over certain insurance benefits programs.

3. Failed and refused to bargain in good faith with the charging
party by repeatedly threatening the unilateral implementation
of the State Pension Coordinating Committee settlement as
approved by the Legislature on June 30, 1982 but without
bargaining in good faith over alternatives thereto.

On April 18, 1983, CSEA filed another complaint with the Labor Board
against the State. That is Case No. SPP-7907,  and the complaint alleged:

1 . Both the complainant  and the respondent are parties subject
to the jurisdiction of the State Employees Retirement Act.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The parties have been engaged in collective bargaining nego-
tiations over changes in the pension benefit structure for
state employees.

Since on or about July, 1982, the respondent has put forth a
"take  it or leave it" offer as to a settlement of the dispute
based on a settlement reached between respondent and other
state employee organizations.

Since on or about July, 1982, respondent has been unwilling
to bargain with complainant over alternatives to the settle-
ment reached between respondent and other state employee
organizations.

Since July, 1982, respondent has nevertheless negotiated
changes in the settlement referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4
above with other employee organizations without contacting or
offering to discuss even those changes with complainant.

Respondent has, on April 13, 1983, offered to resume nego-
tiations with complainant but only if complainant would agree
to resume negotiations on April 14 and/or April 15th.
Complainant has refused due to the unavailability of its
chief negotiator.

Respondent, on a date unknown, took steps to introduce a bill
in the Legislature, Bill 1011, which bill would unilaterally
impose a drastically modified pension plan on complainant's
members.

On April 20, 1983, the Connecticut Employees Union Independent (CEUI)
filed with the Labor Board a complaint against the State. That is Case No.
SPP-7917,  and the complaint alleged:

On Friday, April 15, 1983, the respondent, the State of Con-
necticut, still continued to refuse to bargain in good faith with
the charging party by not giving its pension proposals in writing
to the complainant, Connecticut Employees Union Independent after
numerous requests for written proposals.

On May 9, 1983, the Connecticut Association of Prosecutors (CAP) filed
with the Labor Board a complaint against the State. That is Case No. SPP-
7947, and the complaint alleged:

Since on or about Xay  2, 1983, the Respondent through their
spokesman, Robert Finder, has failed and refused to bargain in
good faith with the charging party, the Connecticut Association
of Prosecutors, by introducing legislation and urging its passage
by the General Assembly which wculd  impose on the charging party
the Respondent's pension proposal despite the fact that
Respondent and the charging party have not yet completed fact
finding in case number 8283-CSFF-4..
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After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the above refer-
enced complaints were consolidated for hearings before the Labor Board.
Hearings were held on January 30, March 19, May 15, and November 27, 1984.

The parties were represented at the hearings and were provided a-full
opportunity to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, and
make argument. Written briefs were filed by all parties, except CEUI  which
elected to not file a brief.

On the basis of the record presented, we make the following findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and  order of dismissal.

Findings of Fact

1. The State of Connecticut is an employer within the meaning of the
Act.

2. CSEA is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and
at all times relevant to this case has been the exclusive bargaining repre-
sentative for several units of state employees.

3. 'CEUI is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and
at all times relevant to this case has been the exclusive  bargaining repre-
sentative for the Maintenance (NP-2) unit of State employees.

4.  CAP is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and
since July 4, 1981 has been the exclusive bargaining representative for the
prosecuting attorneys employed by the judicial branch of the State.

5 . The Pension Coordinating Committee (PCC) is a federation of ten
employee organizations who represent as exclusive bargaining representatives
employees in other units consisting of greater than fifty percent (50%)  of
all State employees. The primary function of the PCC is to serve as a
vehicle for the participating organizations to engage in coalition bargain-
ing over pension subjects. CSEA, CEUI, and CAP do not participate in the '1
PCC.

6. During the 1979  round of negotiations between the State and the
Unions representing State employees, it was agreed that bargaining over
pensions would be deferred due to the complexity of pension issues and the
need for additional  study.

7. In preparation for these negotiations, the State retained George
B.  Buck Consulting Actuaries to analyze the existing system and possible
changes to it. A report was completed in June of 1980 which outlined two
possible alternative programs to the existing system: a "moderate" program
and a "stringent" program, each involving a different degree of cost savings
to the State coupled with reduced benefits to retirees.

8. The PCC employed Claude Poulin as actuary and the CSEA retained
William Mercer  and Co.

9 . In tine  fall of 1980, the State began simultaneous negotiations
over pensions with the CSEA and the PCC.
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IO. Prom the outset of these negotiations, it was the State's position
that the pension system for state employees must be comprehensively
redesigned with respect to all new state employees. The redesigning desired
by the State was intended to substantially reduce the cost to the State of
pension benefits. Under the State's approach, new employees (hired after a
date to be determined in the negotiations) were to be placed in a new Tier
II category of benefits and existing employees in a Tier I category which
would contain a pension benefit system substantially similar to that which
existed in :gSO.

11. The parties negotiated from the fall of 1980 through the spring of
1981. Substantial direct negotiations and further negotiations involving a
State mediator failed to produce an agreement.

12. During June, July, and August of 1981, the State, CSBA,  and the
PCC participated in a joint fact finding proceeding pursuant to Section
5-277  of the Act, which authorizes fact finding in the event that, after
negotiations, the State and the appropriate bargaining unit are unable to
reach agreement. The PCC and CSBA  each preferred to have its own fact
finder, and two were appointed: Professor James Healy for the CSEA case,
and Mr. Laurence Seibel for the PCC case.

13. There were thirty (IJO)  days of hearings in the fact finding
proceedings during which testimony and arguments were heard and some three
hundred and sixty (360) exhibits were presented  by the State and the
unions. All parties submitted to the fact finders voluminous briefs.

‘14. The proceedings led to the issuance of an eighty-eight (88) page
fact finding repor t by Healy and Seibel on October 23, 1981.
Seibel report) (Ex. 4)

(the Healy-

15. Prior to the fact finding, the parties had agreed to ground rules
which required that the parties meet and state their respective positions on
the report and recommendations within twenty (20) days of receipt of the
report.

16. This Board held in Decision No. 2240  that the State breached this
ground rule with respect to both the PCC and the CSBA  in that it refused to
meet and state its position within the twenty days allotted. An appropriate
remedy was ordered.

17. Separate negotiations based on the Healy-Seibel report continued
in early 1932  and the State and the PCC reached an agreement to be effective
July 1, 1982 (PCC Agreement) (Ex. 18). That agreement was submitted to the
Legislature which approved it on June 28, 1982. No agreement was reached
between the State and CSEA.

18. The PCC Agreement follows in general the recommendations of the
Healy-Seibel report but, reflecting the considerable post fact finding
bargaining that occurred, does not correspond in every detail. The
Agreement made several material changes in the pension benefits previously
in effect for State employees. It also contained a reopener provision which
provides that in the event the State makes an agreement with a unit other
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than those in the PCC which differs from those provisions in the PCC
Agreement, the PCC members may reopen the PCC Agreement for purposes of
bargaining about the differing provisions.

19. The PCC Agreement further provides for a joint Retirement
Commission to include two (2) trustees representing employees elected by the
exclusive bargaining agents, and a joint Investment Advisory Council to
include five (5) employee organizations' representatives.

2 0 . Section 9 of the PCC  Agreement provides for a joint committee for
the purpose of obtaining proposals for employee insurance benefits. The
section reads as follows:

Section 9. Competitive Selection of Employee Insurance:

a. Joint Committee.

A committeecomposed of two management representatives selected
by the governor, two employee representatives designated by the
PCC, and one neutral representative, who shall be a member of
the National Academy of Arbitrators and shall be selected by
the management and employee representatives, shall be respon-
sible for requesting competitive proposals for employee health
and life insurance. This committee may also obtain an estimate
of the cost of self-insurance. The cost of the neutral shall
be equally shared by the parties.

b. Purpose.a-

The Committee shall obtain proposals for benefits and coverage
which shall be reasonably equivalent to the benefits and
coverage provided active state employees prior to Legislative
approval of this agreement. Said proposals shall be for bene-
fits and coverage to be effective by January 1, 1984. The
Committee shall also identify the projected cost of maintain-
ing unchanged, and in the absence of this competitive process,
the current plans.

.

The Committee shall seek to obtain proposals which will be
lower than the cost of current plans if they were maintained
unchanged, and which will reduce, if possible, the cost of the
present employee health and life insurance coverage. This may
include redesign of the present insurance program and may build
in cost containment provisions in employee health insurance
plans. Such redesign cay  include modification of present
coverage to provide better utilization of premium dollars. The
resultant insurance program is to be reasonably equivalent to
the current coverage. .

c. Savings.

Savings are defined as the difference between the projected
cost (as it would have increased) of maintaining unchanged (in
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the absence of the competitive process) the current plans for
one (1) additional year and the cost of the new proposal.

The savings which result from the competitive process shall be
distributed in the following manner:

l/3 to increase, as of the effective date of the new or revised
plans, the percentage payment for the coverage provided to
people receiving benefits from the retirement system pursuant
to C.G.S. T-259  and Section 6 above and to provide a
corresponding reduktion  in the percentage payment of said
retirees and beneficiaries. (This is intended to provide a
percentage reduction for retirees which will continue for
future years);

l/3 to provide improved benefits and coverage for active state
employees; and

l/3 to offset the costs to the State of providing said benefits
coverage.

d . Report.

A report by the committee with the results of this competitive
process shall be submitted to the State Comptroller. If the
proposals are relatively equal, the parties shall give
preference to Connecticut insurers. This report shall be
submitted no later than one year following legislative
ratification of this agreement.

e. Consultant.

In order to assist the committee in designing, soliciting, and
evaluating health and life insurance proposals, the committee .
is authorized to engage the services of an actuarial consultant
at a cost not to exceed $20,000 to be paid by the State.

f . Revision.

Thi;  committee shall reconvene during the 1986-87  fiscal year
for the purpose of repeating this process for health and life
insurance.

(Exhibit 18)

21, Negotiations over pensions between the State and CEUI began in
1982 after the issuance of the Healy-Seibel fact finding report. Negotia-
tions continued through September 1982 and included the involvement of a
State mediator. I&en  CEUI and the State were unable to reach agreement, the
dispute was submitted to fact finding. Hearings were held before Fact
Finder Reynolds on December 20, 1982, and on January 10, 11, 12, 13 and
February 1, 2, 1983. In ad.dition to briefs and oral argument, the parties
called numerous witnesses and presented exhibits totalling 127 by the Union



and 14 by the State. Fact Finder Reynolds' report was issued March 18,
1983 (EL 7). The Reynolds factfinding report supported the Healy-Seibel
report. CEUI and the State were unable to reach an agreement in subsequent
post fact finding negotiations.

22. Negotiations with CAP over pension benefits began on or about
September 15, 1982. The parties were unable to reach agreement after
several meetings including one with a State mediator and the dispute was
submitted for fact finding. Hearings were held on March 2 and.4, and April
6, 1983, during which the State offered 7 exhibits and the Union, 54.
Briefs were filed. Fact Finder M. Jackson Webber's  report was issued July
8, 1983 (Ex. 2). The fact finding report supported the Healy-Seibel report.

23. Robert Finder, Director of Labor Relations for the State of
Connecticut, served as chief negotiator for the State in all the negotia-
tions over pensions between the State and all State employee organizations.

24. From the time agreement was reached with the PCC in June of 1982,
the State adopted the PCC Agreement as its bargaining position with respect
to CSEA, CEUI, and CAP. Throughout subsequent negotiations, the State did
not deviate from that position in any substantial way.

25. While separately negotiating with the CSEA and CEUI subsequent to
fact finding and the reaching of agreement with the PCC, Finder indicated
that if these Unions did not accept the State's proposal (i.e. the PCC
Agreement), the State would seek legislation to impose it upon the Unions
through the General Assembly. Similar statements to that effect were made
from the outset of the State's negotiations with CAP.

26. At the first negotiating session with CAP, when CAP resisted
acceptance of the PCC Agreement as a basis for settlement, Finder stated to
the CAP negotiators that they could "take  it the easy way or take it the
hard way." He further indicated that the vast number of state employees had
"signed  up;" that this was something the State needed, and that he was ready
to call in a mediator and proceed to fact finding. At that time several CAP
proposals were rejected.

27. Finder was unable to provide certain actuarial tables requested by
CAP at that meeting. Finder indicated that the tables were still
unavailable having yet to be approved and that they would be provided when
available. Subsequently, the State provided its actuarial tables and CAP
utilized those tables in the CAP fact finding proceedings before Fact Finder
Webber.

28. At CAP's  request, the State agreed to provide a list of the names
and addresses of employees who would be represented by a possible third
employee representative on the Retirement Commission (i.e., in addition to
the two PCC employee representatives). Such a-list  was not provided by
Finder who testified that he had simply forgotten. CAP did not follow up on
the request.

29. During post fact finding negotiations with CSEA, Finder made
statements similar to the "easy  way or hard way"  statements made to CAP.
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30. On April 13, 1983, the State and CSEA attended an informal
conference with an assistant agent of this Board on Case No. SPP-7840. At
that conference, Finder offered to meet with, CSEA during the next few days,
but insisted that Monday, April 18, 1983, would be too late. CSEA rejected
the offer due to the unavailability of its chief negotiator.

31. On April 14, 1983, the State made its final proposal to CEUI. The
proposal offered the PCC Agreement modified to the extent that if the CEUI
and the CSEA could agree upon one representative to the Insurance Selection
Committee, the State would agree to add that member (maintaining balance by
allowing management an additional representative); and an option for
employees hired prior to October 1, 1982 to transfer from Tier I to Tier II
with a corresponding refund of their pension contributions.

32. CEUI requested that the State submit its proposal in writing. The
State refused to do so on the basis that the ground rules (Ex. 23) require
only that initial proposals be reduced to writing.

33. Throughout all of these negotiations, the State maintained that
the PCC Agreement was appropriate to the bargaining units with whom
agreement had not been reached and that its hard bargaining position was
necessitated by its objective of a uniform pension system. A position
frequently asserted by the State was that the burden rested with the
union(s) to justify any deviation from the PCC Agreement.

34. While refusing to accept any significant substantive change from
the PCC Agreement, the State did accept limited union proposals different
from the PCC Agreement subsequent to the Legislature's approval of the PCC
Agreement. One such proposal had been made by CEUI and involved the
granting of credit for prior military service.

35. On April 18, 1983, Finder spoke before the Appropriations Com-
mittee of the General Assembly in support of Bill 1011, which proposed to
extend the amended State/PCC  Agreement to all other bargaining units.
Finder was the "moving force" behind the legislation. At the time of his
testimony before that committee, the State was deadlocked in pension
negotiations with CSEA and CEUI. The CAP negotiations were pending fact
finding. Approximately 31,000 employees were, at that time, covered by the
PCC Agreement.

36. The Legislature did not pass Bill 1011. Rather, -in April 1983,
the General Assembly mandated binding arbitration to settle the outstanding
pension disputes between the State and t'ne  complainant unions.

37. Arbitration proceedings were held and binding arbitration awards
covering CSEA (Ex. 6) and CEUI (Ex. 21) were issued on January 23, 1984 and
April 14, 1984, respectively. The awards conformed substantially to the PCC
Agreement. .

3 8 . CAP sought to challenge the constitutionality of the Legislature's
enactment of the binding arbitration procedure and obtained an injunction
against going forward with fie  arbitration proceedings. The case is
currently pending judicial determination.
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39. Contract negotiations between the Judicial Department and CAP were
being conducted simultaneously with the pension negotiations. An issue of
concern to CAP in the Contract negotiations was whether or not the agreement
with CAP and the Judicial Department would contain a provision relating to
reappointment of prosecutors at the expiration of their terms. Cn March 18,
1983, CAP's chief negotiator for contract negotiations appeared both person-
ally and as a member of the Executive Committee of the Connecticut Associa-
tion of Prosecutors before the Legislature in support of legislation to
create by statute a reappointment provision similar to that proposed by CAP
in Contract negotiations. No such legislation was enacted.

40. The last negotiating session between the State and CAP over
pensions occurred in or about September 1983.  At that meeting, CAP took
the position that it would accept the pension system as proposed by the
State if the State acceded to CAP's  Contract negotiation proposal regarding
reappointment of the prosecutors. Finder rejected CAP's position.

Conclusions of Law

1 . The State did not fail to bargain in good faith with the Complain-
ant Unions during pension negotiations,

2 . Although threats and attempts by either the State or State employee
unions to seek legislated changes in conditions of employment that are
mandatory subjects of bargaining are not favored, they do not constitute in
and of themselves bad faith bargaining. The State's threats and attempt
through Robert Finder to seek imposition of the terms of the PCC Agreement
on the Complainant Unions by petitioning the General Assembly to enact a
statute accomplishing that result did not violate the Act.

3. The State's negotiating proposal that CSEA participate in the PCC
Insurance Shopping Committee did not constitute insistence that CSEA bargain
over an illegal subject of bargaining, because the Committee in question was
charged only with the functions of study and making recommendations.

4. The State's agreement with the PCC to a Most Favored Nations clause
did not interfere with, coerce, or restrain the bargaining rights of the
CSEA units. Such a clause is distinguishable from an illegal parity clause.

Dliscussion

I .

The complainant unions allege that since on or about July 1, 1982, the
State failed to bargain in good faith by insisting to impasse that the
unions accept the PCC Agreement. The record shows that after the PCC Agree-
ment was effective in July 1982, the State adopted that agreement as its
bargaining position with respect to the co$plainant  unions and did not
significantly deviate from that position during the subsesquent negotiations
between the parties. The unions highlight the conduct of Robert Finder, the
State's  chief negotiator, particularly statements made by him during
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negotiations after July 1982, as confirmation of the State's "take it or
leave it" attitude We must decide whether the State's position constituted
a failure to bargain in good faith or simply "hard  bargaining" which, in and
of itself, is not prohibited.

Section 5-272 (a)(4) of the Act obligates the State and the bargaining
representatives of its employees to bargain in good faith with respect to
wages, hours, and conditions of employment. The subject of pension benefits
.concerns  conditions of employment and is a mandatory subject of'.bargaining.
Whether a party bargains in good faith must be determined from the totality
of the parties' conduct throughout the negotiations. See, e.g. West Hartford
Education Association v. DeCourcy,  162 Conn 556 (1972). The complainant
unions have alleged numerous acts by the State during the period after July
1982  which they contend either constitute bad faith bargaining in and of -
themselves or indicate an overall failure to bargain in good faith with
respect to pensions. We will address each contention individually and in
light of the totality of the parties' conduct during negotiations.

To bargain in good faith requires that each party make a sincere effort
to reach agreement and to participate in negotiations to that end. NLRB v.
Truitt Manufacturing Co., 351 U.S. 149  (1956). This obligation requires
more than merely going through the motions of bargaining. Id. The parties
must "participate actively in the deliberations so as to inGate  a present
intention to find a basis for agreement."
133 F.2d  676 (9th Cir. 1943).

NLRB v:Montgomery  Ward & Co.,
Whether a party has met its obligation to

bargain in good faith is most often a subjective determination reached
following a careful examination of the totality of the circumstances. Such
a determination can be particularly difficult where an employer manifests a
"take it or leave it" attitude. Both Section 5-272(c) of the Act and
Section 8(d) of the NLRA state that the obligation to bargain in good faith
"does  not compel either party to agree to a proposal or require the making
of a concession." The federal courts have strictly construed this language,
see e.g. NLRB v.  Jones and Laughlin Steel, 301 U.S. 1 (1937);  NLRB V.  - - .
American National Insurance Co., 343 U.S. 395 (1952); White v.?LRB-,  255
F.2d  564 (5th Cir. 1958),  and have held that the acceptability of the
employer's proposals to a union is not the test of whether the emnlover  has
bargained in good faith. NLRB v.  American National Insurance Co.; supra,
although a "take it or leave it" attitude has been found to be "indicative"

.I

of bad faith bargaining.
(1969).

NLRB v.  General Electric Co., 418 F.2d  736
In the General Electric case the court stressed that the employzr's

refusal to deviate from its offer was not, in and of itself, bad faith
bargaining. The take it or leave it stance, coupled with significant direct
communication to employees and additional considerations, resulted in the
finding of bad faith bargaining. Again, the totality of the circumstances
was considered and the court's holding was correspondingly narrow.

It is clear that, standing alone, the State's refusal to deviate from
its position that the PCC Agreement was appropriate for all bargaining units
was not, in and of itself, bad faith bargaining. Indeed, from the outset of
pension negotiations with all state emp1oye.e organizations (including those
represented by the PCC), the State considered its primary objective to be
the establishment of a "reformed" uniform pension system. Hard bargaining
was consistent with the objective of uniformity once the first agreement had
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been reached between the State and the unions party to that mutual agree-
ment. Finder's statements (see Findings 25, 26 and 9) viewed in a vaocuum
might well appear to indicate an intention on the State's  part not to
bargain. His remarks, however, also must be viewed in light of the totality
of circumstances. Negotiations leading to the PCC Agreement had covered a
long period of time and agreement was reached as a result of a prolonged and
thorough fact finding procedure and post fact finding negotiations. In
addition, and significantly, there also had been long, substantial and
detailed bargaining and fact finding before Finder's statements'were made.
In other words, these statements were made only after full and even exhaus-
tive substantive discussion, argument and fact finding between the parties
over the issues in dispute. In fact, based on the record presented to us,
and in light of our knowledge of the history of State employee collective
bargaining in Connecticut since its advent in 1975, it is at least probable
that no other subject has ever been as thoroughly mutually discussed and
argued on the merits in negotiations as the subject of pensions during the
period covered by this case.

While normally not passing upon the terms of a collective bargaining
agreement or proposal, where a proposal is harsh and unreasonable, the NLRB
has historically viewed that as a consideration in determining whether the
proposal was adopted for the purpose of frustrating negotiations and
preventing agreement. NLRB v.  Herman Sausage Co., 275 F.2d  229 (5th Cir.
1960). The fact that ot&!  employee organizations through the PCC had agreed
with the proposal the State was making to the complainant unions after July
1982, does not necessarily prove the reasonableness of the State's  pro-
posals. However, it is highly significant that the fact finders' reports
had, for the most part, endorsed what was or ultimately became the terms of
the PCC Agreement, and the subsequent CSEA and CEUI binding arbitration
awards similarly endorsed the State's bargaining position as reasonable.
We are convinced that the State's position seeking a uniform pension system
was held in good faith and was neither harsh nor unreasonable. The State
also was willing to discuss the reasoning behind its insistence on the PCC
Agreement and consistently maintained that its objective ,of  a uniform pen-
sion system required that the unions justify any deviation therefrom. In
addition, while it clearly was difficult to convince the State of justifi-
cation for deviation, it was not impossible, as evidenced by the changes
made subsequent to the PCC Agreement. The record shows that after adopting
the PCC Agreement as its continuing bargaining position, the State, never-
theless, accepted certain non-PCC proposals that it deemed 1tmeritorious8U
such as a modified provision to permit credit for prior military service,
and a provision whereby current employees would be afforded an option to
transfer from Tier I to Tier II with a concomitant refund of previous
pension contributions, and an agreement whereby an additional member would
be added to the Insurance Selection Committee if the complainant unions were
able to agree on one. While these proposals were not all made by and/or
offered to each and every one of the charging parties, they constitute
support for the State's contention that, while bargaining hard, the State
did in fact bargain with the intent to reach an agreement.

.
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The unions have also alleged in their complaints, testimony,. and briefs
that certain other actions by the State demonstrate a failure to bargain in
good faith in violation of the Act. CAP cites failure of the State to
provide certain information CAP requested during bargaining, specifically: .
(1) actuarial tables needed by CAP to properly evaluate the State's
proposal; and (2) a list of the names and addresses of employees.who  would
be covered by a possible third member of the Retirement Commission. With
respect to the actuarial tables, the record shows that they were furnished
to CAP and CAP was able to utilize them in fact finding. Finder testified
that at the times of CAP's  original requests for these tables, the tables
were in the process of being approved. The record does not support a
finding that the initial delay in providing the tables upon request was
unreasonable to the extent of evincing bad faith bargaining or that the
State delayed supplying such tables for the purpose of frustrating the
bargaining process. CAP did receive the tables before fact finding and was
able to use the tables in that process. With respect to the list of names
and addresses, CAP requested such a list at a negotiating meeting and Finder
agreed to. provide it. Finder subsequently did not provide the list. How-
ever, CAP did nothing to follow up its initial request. Finder claims he
simply forgot to provide the list. Given that CAP failed to press Finder
for the list, there was no showing by CAP that Finder's failure in any way
prejudiced CAP's  ability to proceed with evaluating the State's proposals,
and because there was no evidence to rebut Finder's plausible contention
that this was an oversight, we see no basis for an inference of bad faith
bargaining.

CEUI alleges, in its complaint, that the State refused to bargain in
good faith by not giving certain of its pension proposals toward the end of
bargaining in writing after requests by CEUI that it do so. Negotiations
between the State and CEUI were conducted pursuant to written ground rules

Those
~~IL~~)~o  dritin

ground rules required only that initial proposals be
. * - g . The final offer by the State to CEUI is discussed in

Section 1 of this Decision and consisted essentially of the PCC Agreement
modified in three relatively simple respects. CEUI, of course, had a copy
of the PCC Agreement which constituted in written form nearly tne entire
position of the State. The State did not consider it necessary to reduce
the final modifications of its offer to CEUI in writing immediately upon
request. In view of the parties' ground rules and the simplicity of the
three modified proposals in question , we cannot hold that the State's refus-
al to reduce those proposals to writing at the time in question constituted
a prohibited practice or indicated intent not to bargain in good faith.

CSEA contends that at the April 13, 1983 informal conference on CSEA's
complaint, the State failed to bargain in good faith by attaching a time
limit of meeting before April 18, 1983, to its offer to meet for further
negotiations. Finder testified that his offer!  to resume negotiations was
made in the context of his belief that the parties were at impasse and that
he was seeking a quick meeting to break that impasse, presumably prior to
.proceeding  with his plans to appear before the Legislature on April 18,
1983. CSEA argues that the time limit demonstrates the State had no
intention to reach agreement, but rather desired legislative imposition of
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the State's  position upon the Union. We disagree with the conclusion CSEA
has drawn. It is quite obvious to us that the State very much wanted to
.reach  an agreement. In fact, by April 13, 1983, the State had been trying
(as had CSEA) to accomplish an agreement for years. What the record shows
is not lack of a desire on the State's part to reach an agreement, but
unwillingness to substantially alter its position. As is discussed
throughout this decision, it is clear that the State was bargaining hard,
but it was not bargaining in bad faith. If there was a realistic.prospect
that the parties were on the verge or even somewhat close to reaching an
agreement and the State acted as it did on April 13, 1983, then there would
be a basis for believing that the State did not desire an agreement and was
bargaining in bad faith. In April 1983, however, that simply was not the
case.

III.

The unions allege that the State failed to bargain in good faith by
threatening and attempting unilateral imposition of the PCC Agreement on the
complainant unions by proposing legislation to the General Assembly.* At
separate negotiating sessions with each of the complainant unions, Finder
stated that if the unions did not accept the State's offer, he would go to
the Legislature and seek to have the terms of the PCC agreement extended to
cover them. On April 18, 1983, Finder testified before the Appropriations
Committee of the General Assembly in support of Bill 1011, a bill proposed
by Finder as chief negotiator for the State, which in effect would have.
extended the terms of the PCC Agreement to all bargaining units not already
covered there-under. The Legislature did not pass Bill 1011, but instead
enacted a statute mandating binding interest arbitration to settle the then
outstanding pension dispute s between the State and the complainant unions.

Finder's attempt to have the General Assembly impose the State's
position in pension negotiations upon the bargaining units represented by
the complainant unions touches upon some highly important policy questions
for public sector collective bargaining. Attempts to have a legislative
body legislate conditions of employment to in effect perform an "end run"
around one's bargaining opponent when that opponent will not agree to one's
position is a well known phenomenon in public sector labor relations. Most
often it is attempted by unions rather than management. It is a practice
which, if successful by either party, has a tendency to induce both parties
to look toward the political process rather than the bargaining process as a
means of accomplishing changes in conditions of employment. For this reason
and others, it is a practice that is frequently criticized. This Board
believes tnat  such criticism is well founded. With respect to mandatory

* In a previous case, affirmed by the courts, we held that the Act does not
preclude the General Assembly from legislating by General Statute unilateral
changes in conditions of employment. State of Connecticut (Board of
Trustees for State Colleges), Decision ifo. 20280,ecticut
State ColLese  A,?. Ass!n  of Univ. Professors v.
Labor Relations, So.

Connecticut State Board of
_I---,  -- 0259967 Superior Court,

(April 11, 1983);
Judicial District of Hartford/

New Britain and State College AAUP v.  State Board of Labor
Relations, 197 corm. 91 (1985).
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subjects of bargaining, changes sliould be effected through the bargaining
process and not the political process. This is why we have public employee
bargaining statutes. Indeed, the very existence.of  such bargaining statutes
constitutes a strong expression of the preferred public policy of this
State.

It must also be considered, however, that citizens have a protected
right under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution to peti-
tion their Legislature for redress. Consequently, at least with respect to
unions and individual employ,ees, we are convinced that grave constitutional
difficulties would result from any state law that purported to prohibit
wholly the exercise of this right. And if we are constitutionally con-
strained from interpreting the Act to curb.such  end runs by unions, then
there are also reasons why we should not impose such a prohibition on the
executive and judicial branches of state government through the Act. One of
these reasons is that if there exists a mutual threat that either party may
engage in attempted end runs, this should serve to deter both from attempt-
ing it. In other words, if both sides are thoughtful about it, they will
realize that if each has the ability to threaten the collective bargaining
framework through resort to end runs, then their resort to such activity
will likely lead to similar attempts by the other party. In the long run,
this would undermine the bargaining process to the detriment of both
parties' interests. We do not believe that we overestimate the level of
responsibility and good sense of the parties by believing that they should
be able to see this for themselves and that they will act accordingly.
However, if our faith in the parties were to prove misplaced, there still
exists another strong disincentive to end run attempts. This disincentive
is the lack of willingness shown by the General Assembly itself to accede
to such attempts based on its recognition of the public policy favoring
collective bargaining embodied in the Act. From our experience as the
agency charged with interpretation of the Act, it has been repeatedly
demonstrated that there in fact exists a strong and persistent unwillingness
by the,General  Assembly to cooperate with attempts at end runs. Indeed, the
present case is nothing less than a recent example of that very fact. The
Legislature refused to cooperate with Finder's (i.e., the Statets)  attempt
to impose the terms of the PCC Agreement on the complainant unions.
Instead, the General Assembly enacted legislation to mandate binding
interest arbitration to resolve the outstanding pension bargaining
disputes. Binding interest arbitration is simply an extension of the
bargaining process; an extension that ends negotiations with finality and
with 'a collective bargaining agreement.* Thus, rather than cooperate with
the State's attempt to impose its 'position through legislation, the General
Assembly acted to resolve the bargaining dispute within a framework that is
still a part of the collective bargaining process.

* Both of the other two Connecticut public employee bargaining statutes
mandate binding interest arbitration as the last step.in the collective
bargaining process. These are the Municiwl  Employee Relations Act and the
School Board-Teacher Negotiations Act. See generally, Foy and Moskowitz,
Connecticut Labor Relations Law: Recent Developments In An Evolving
Identity, 17  Conn. L. Rev. 249  at note 4 (1985).
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A final comment should be made on this subject. Although the act of
attempting an end run does not itself constitute a prohibited practice under
the Act and threats to do so do not in and of themselves constitute a
prohibited practice, the making of such threats should be regarded as a red
flag indicating that very close scrutiny is warranted of the totality of the
bargaining conduct of the party making the threats. It is logical to
believe that when a party is resorting to an end run manoeuver,  he may not
be putting the effort into the bargaining.process  that is required by the
Act's duty to bargain in good faith. In the present case, we have exhaus-
tively considered the conduct of the State in the pension negotiations. It
is significant to us that the threats made by the State and the attempt
itself to accomplish an end run came only after an enormous amount of good
faith bargaining and effort had been made to reach agreements. One specific
and arguable exception was with respect to CAP. There, Finder made a thinly
veiled threat of an end run at the outset of the pension negotiations with
CAP and the attempted end run occurred before fact finding with CAP had
concluded. However, these actions are mitigated by the fact that when the
CAP negotiations were begun, the State had already invested years in the
process of developing, negotiating and arguing its position for a new
uniform pension system to every other state employee bargaining representa-
tive and before three different fact finders. At that point, the State's
position had become firm. It wanted an agreement, but an agreement on its
terms. The reasoning behind that position was undoubtedly set forth in
great detail in the fact finding reports and PCC Agreement itself that CAP
had in its possession from the outset of its pension negotiations. Although
Finder did threaten the end run early with CAP and actually attempted it
before fact finding had concluded, the record still shows that he bargained
in a serious and good faith manner (even if it was hard bargaining) with CAP
over pensions.

I V .

CSEA contends, in its brief, that the PCC Agreement which the State
insisted upon, contained two provisions which would serve illegally to
interfere with, coerce and restrain CSEA  in representing its bargaining unit
members as their exclusive bargaining representative. In other words, CSEA
is claiming that in two respects, the State was insisting that CSFA  bargain
over illegal subjects of bargaining.

A . The Insurance Committee

CSEA first cites the provision in the PCC Agreement for an Insurance
Shopping Committee which did not include a representative of CSEA. The
shopping committee is responsible for obtaining and evaluating proposals for
employee health and life insurance coverage. That Committee studies and
makes recommendations to the State Comptroller. The PCC Agreement provides
that any savings resulting from recommendations made by the Committee will
be shared equally among the State, current employees, and retirees. CSEA
asserts that participation in the Committee would force CSEA to bargain
through the PCC with respect to employee health and life insurance.* CSEA

* Actually, the S-Late  eventually offered to modify the union representation
on this Committee by expanding such membership to include a representative
jointly selected by CEUI and CSEA.
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would have a good point if the function of the Insurance Committee were
bargaining. But that is not its function. The Committee's function is
.merely  to research and make recommendations. ,Even after the Committee's
recommendations are made, the State still would have to bargain with
exclusive representatives over any changes in insurance that concerned
conditions of employment. Finder admitted as much in his testimony. The
PCC Agreement's provision for this Committee would not have required the
CSEA to accept the PCC as its bargaining agent with respect to insurances.
Accordingly, there would have been no interference with, coercion or
restraint of CSEA as an exclusive bargaining representative.

B. The Host Favored Nations Clause

CSEA also claims that the reopener clause contained in the PCC Agree-
ment infringes on the bargaining rights of employees in CSEA's  units. That
clause provides that, in the event the State and another employee organiza-
tion (e.g. CSEA) agree to a provision that differs from a provision in the
PCC Agreement, the PCC Agreement may be reopened for the purpose of negotia-
ting over application of any such differing provision to the PCC bargaining
units. In labor relations parlance, such a clause is sometimes referred to
as a "Most  Favored Nations Clause.t' Such a clause does not purport to
require that the State agree to include such new provisions in the PCC
Agreement. Thus, the Most Favored Nations Clause is clearly different from
a parity clause which would operate to automatically incorporate such new
provision into the PCC Agreement. In City of New London, Decision No. 1128
(19?3), we held parity clauses to be an illegal subject of bargaining. In
that case, we described the reason why a parity clause is illegal under our
state bargaining statutes:

What we find to be forbidden is an agreement between one group (e.g.,
firemen) and the employer that will impose equality for the future
upon another group (e.g., policemen) that has had no part in making
this agreement. We find that the inevitable tendency of such an
agreement is to interfere with, restrain and coerce the right of the
later group to have untrammeled bargaining. And this affects all
the later negotiations (within the scope of the parity clause) even
though it may be hard or impossible to trace by proof the effect of
the parity clause upon any specific terms of the later contract
(just as in the case before us). The parity clause will seldom
surface in the later negotiations but it will surely be present in
the minds of the negotiators and have a restraining or coercive
effect not always consciously realized.

City of New London at p. 9

Also see Local 1219 v. Connecticut Labor Relations Board, 171 Conn. 342
(1976); DarcyConnecticut Labor Relations Statutes
and Decisions: Differences From Federal Law, 9 Conn. L. Rev. 515 at 528-529
(1977); Foy and Moskowitz, Connecticut Labor Relations Law: Recent
Developments In An Evolving Identity, 17 Conn. L. Rev.. 249 at note 4 (1985).

Under a Most Favored Nations clause, ihe employer retains the legal
ability to refuse to extend the new benefit negotiated by a second
bargaining unit to the bargaining unit that negotiated the Most Favored
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Nations clause. Accordingly, thestendency  of such a clause to interfere
with, restrain or coerce the second bargaining unit's right to negotiate is
really no greater than the pressure that typically exists anyway when one

bargaining unit obtains a new benefit and other bargaining units-subse-
quently seek to negotiate that same benefit and justifies its position on
the basis that the employer has already given it to the other bargaining
unit.

Order of Dismissal

By virtue of and pursudnt to the power vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the State Employee Relations Act, it is

ORDERED, that the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is,
dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY a/ Victor M. Ferrante
Victor M. Ferrante, Chairman

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

s/ Cornelius J. Scanlon
Cornelius J. Scanlon

.

.
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